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Guidelines 

Welcome to the DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox. A resource kit for anyone who wants to apply design 
processes to unleash innovation potential in themselves, their team or their organization.  

The DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox is a collection of methods and tools that you can easily and 
rapidly use and apply to various innovation processes. The toolbox works particularly well if 
you adopt an approach that favors: 

Learning by Doing: rather than reading about the tools, the best way to learn is to try them 
out, get a practical experience and reflect on what worked best for you. 
 
Being open: it is good to have a growth mindset1. A growth mindset means, in a nutshell, 
believing that knowledge and expertise are learned and earned, as opposed to being limited 
by one’s ‘natural’ talent. This also implies a certain openness towards mistakes and errors and 
towards seeking and being exposed to multiple and different viewpoints.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																													
1 Dweck, Carol S. 2006. Mindset: the new psychology of success. New York: Random House.  
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1. Introduction 
	

Design for urban innovation 
 
The idea that design tools and methods can support a variety of innovative projects in the 
urban context is the cornerstone of the European funded project DESIGNSCAPES.  
 

DESIGNSCAPES wants to encourage the uptake and further enhancement of 
urban design-enabled innovations by existing enterprises, start-up companies, 
public authorities and agencies, and other urban stakeholders. 

 
Design is one of the key creative domains relevant to innovation, we refer to design as a 
process to identify, frame and address problems. Design generally harnesses divergent 
and convergent thinking through a series of tools, methods, techniques and activities 
such as research, user participation and (user) testing, rapid and frequent prototyping, 
development and visualization / materialisation techniques. In this definition, design has a 
broader context of application than what one would generally think of (e.g., product design, 
fashion design, visual design). Design tools and methods can be applied to support all these 
activities and projects that aim at tackling problems with a certain degree of indeterminacy and 
uncertainty (e.g., feasibility studies, ideation phases, prototype, development, testing, and 
scaling up of new or existing products or services). Typically, the design tools and methods we 
present in this toolbox only require pencils and papers and some basic knowledge of software 
applications such as word processors or presentation programs. However, although such tools 
and methods can be easily and readily applied, it is only after repeated use and application in 
different contexts that they bear the most fruit. 
 

Key elements of the DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox 
 
Human-centered and participatory 
One of the core principles behind the DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox is that the needs and wants of 
the users and all the people who will be affected by the design project should be at the core of 
the design process. This is why processes such as user research, user testing and user 
participation are so important. The DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox offers a variety of tools and 
methods to more closely look at the potential users of your product or service and to directly 
involve them in the design process.  
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Iterative  
The tools and methods offered by the DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox should be used to develop your 
ideas through iterative cycles. Rather than having an idea, fully implementing this idea and then 
testing it, we recommend that you apply an agile approach and go through multiple cycles of 
ideation, prototyping, quick implementation and testing. You can, for example, have a first cycle 
in which you just develop a very early prototype of your idea, you then test this prototype and 
receive feedback and, after that, you just go back to the drawing board and develop a new, 
slightly more advanced prototype that takes into consideration the feedback you received. You 
can then test this new prototype and continue working through various iterations. This 
approach allows you to progressively tune and refine your ideas, prototypes, products and 
services. 
 
Fueling convergent and divergent thinking 
The DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox can be used at different stages of the design process. In a design 
process, you may have stages in which you explore multiple ideas and possible directions. In 
these stages, this multiplicity, this divergent thinking can help you look at your ideas or 
problems from different angles. However, to progress into the development and 
implementation of your product or service, you also need stages in which you focus and in 
which convergent thinking limits possibilities and directions to follow. Throughout your design 
process, you want to alternatively foster these two modes of thinking: exploring multiple 
directions through divergent thinking and re-focusing on some specific directions to follow 
through convergent thinking.  
 
Using a variety of tools & methods 
A variety of different design tools and methods are presented in books, academic publications, 
websites and freely available toolkits. Such different tools and methods can be combined in 
different ways also in relation to the context of application. This results in a proliferation of 
information on design tools, methods and approaches.  
In the DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox, we offer a small selection of such tools and methods. The idea 
is that what we present here can supplement and integrate existing knowledge rather than 
proposing yet another set of tools and methods.  

 
What is the difference between tools and methods? 
Tools are devices or objects that can be used to carry out a particular function or activity. For 
example, a product designer working on a wood prototype can use a carving knife as a tool to 
sculpt the wood and to create a wood artifact that has some resemblance with the product she 
is designing. Methods are ways in which tools are used. For example, our product designer 
might use her knife adopting different techniques to carve different kinds of woods. She can 
use the knife in a particular way if she wants to create some particular sculpting effects, e.g., if 
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she wants her prototype to look quite refined or on the contrary quite sketchy and 
undetermined.  In other terms, methods are particular procedures or ways for accomplishing 
or approaching something, especially a systematic or established one. 
The example of wood carving is interesting also for another reason. One would generally think 
that if one wants to create a good wood artifact, it would not be enough just to read a PDF file 
containing some instructions on wood carving tools and methods. One would think that some 
practical training and exercise would be needed. Only after tinkering with carving processes for 
a while, using a variety of tools and methods and operating on different types of wood, one 
would acquire a good experience of carving tools and methods. 
Such is also the spirit behind the DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox. The tools and methods here 
presented are quite broad. Rather than describing how to use carving knives, we focus on 
those forms of design that can be quite easily adopted also by people who have no previous 
practical design skills (e.g., drawing, sculpting, etc.). 
 

Existing design toolkits and how the DESIGNSCAPES toolbox is different 
 
DESIGNSCAPES is not the first project proposing to create a design toolbox to support 
innovation processes. On the contrary, a variety of toolboxes already exist and a good number 
of them are currently freely distributed. Existing toolboxes include: 
 
● Ideo’s Human-Centered Design Toolkit: Human-centered design (HCD) is a creative approach 
to problem solving pioneered by the design firm IDEO. https://www.ideo.com/post/design-kit 
● Helsinki Design Lab’s Recipes for Systemic Change 
http://www.helsinkidesignlab.org/peoplepods/themes/hdl/downloads/In_Studio-
Recipes_for_Systemic_Change.pdf 
● Design Thinking for Libraries http://designthinkingforlibraries.com 
● GovLab’s People-Led Innovation http://www.thegovlab.org/people-led-innovation 
● Namahn and Flanders DC Service Design Toolkit http://www.servicedesigntoolkit.org 
● Mindlab’s collection of methods http://mind-lab.dk/en/methods  
● Medialab Amsterdam Design Toolkit https://medialabamsterdam.com/toolkit/ 
● Nesta Creative Entreprise Tookit https://www.nesta.org.uk/toolkit/creative-enterprise-toolkit/ 
● Platform Design Toolkit http://platformdesigntoolkit.com/  
● Service Design Toolkit http://servicedesigntools.org/    
● DIY Toolkit for Co-Creation http://diytoolkit.org/tools-and-methods-for-co-creation/  
● Toolkit for Innovators https://www.boardofinnovation.com/tools/#tools  
● Toolkit for Social Innovation https://www.silearning.eu 
● Design Toolkits of Universitat Oberta de Catalunya http://design-toolkit.uoc.edu/es/ 
● Procedure and Tools for managing innovation 
http://ir.lib.uth.gr/bitstream/handle/11615/14285/P0014285.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y 
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Why is DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox different? 
 
1. The approach we use in presenting the tools and methods is suggestive and 
educational, rather than normative. Some of the existing toolkits tend to adopt an approach 
where the tools and methods are described as a sequence of actions and steps that need to be 
quite strictly followed. Typically, such toolkits would present tools and methods in relation to 
somewhat fixed duration, number of participants, step-by-step guide, expected outcomes. This 
quite normative approach is very helpful, especially for people and organizations that 
encounter design for the first time. However, the risk of presenting tools and methods in such 
normative way is that some of these toolkits tend to oversimplify, to reduce the nuanced 
complexity of design and to transform it into a sequence of fixed techniques to be uncritically 
applied to any circumstance. The way in which we see design tools and methods, 
conversely, is as processes that need to be continuously modified and readapted in 
relation to the context of application. This is why, when we present our selection of design 
tools and methods, we tend to describe them as composed of modules or activities that are not 
cast in stone, but that can be reconfigured according to the specific needs and interests and 
the specific contexts of application. 
 
2. The context of application of DESIGNSCAPES is the urban dimension. Problems 
targeted by the applicants of the DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls might include climate change, 
social integration, aging society,infrastracture, smart and sustainable use of resources, 
mobility and citizen participation etc. These are huge and problematic areas of application, 
which deal with a big variety of different stakeholders and their different needs,demands, 
views, interests, objectives, agendas, with wicked problems, with power dynamics on how to 
control and use resources that are scarce or unevenly distributed. Addressing these issues 
require a design perspective that takes into consideration such complexity and the 
implications of design processes in relation to different social, cultural and economic contexts. 
This is why, the DESIGNSCAPES toolbox include some tools and methods coming from service 
design2. According to the design theorist Birgit Mager, service design “choreographs processes, 
technologies and interactions within complex systems in order to co-create value for relevant 
stakeholders”. Service design is particularly equipped to consider this complexity as it adopts a 
systemic perspective that looks at a design project as emerging from the interaction of a wide 
variety of stakeholders in relation to specific contexts of application.   
 

																																																													
2 Polaine, Andy, Lavrans Løvlie, and Ben Reason. 2013. Service Design: From Insight to Implementation. Brooklyn, New 
York: Rosenfeld Media; Stickdorn, Marc, Markus Edgar Hormess, Adam Lawrence, and Jakob Schneider. 2018. This Is 
Service Design Doing: Applying Service Design Thinking in the Real World. Sebastapol, CA: O’Reilly Media. 
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3. The DESIGNSCAPES toolbox contains a selection of tools and methods that specifically 
look into how to assess the effectiveness of design approaches. 
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2. An inventory of tools and methods for urban design-enabled innovation 
 
A short presentation of the all tools and methods included in the DESIGNSCAPES 
Toolbox 
 
The DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox includes: 
1. Personas 
2. Scenarios 
3. Cultural Probes 
4. Service Walkthrough 
5. Co-Creation Workshops 
6. Stakeholder Map 
7. Business Model Canvas 
8. Journey Map 
9. Blueprint 
10. Motivation Matrix 
11. Touch Point Matrix 
12. Experience Prototyping 
13. Theory of Change  
14. Key Performance Indicators (KPI) tool 
15. Replication Analysis tool 
 
Many more design tools and methods are described in academic literature and design books. 
For example, it is quite common to find descriptions of methods such as interviews or 
participant observation or SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis 
listed as crucial components of the design process (even though such methods come from 
other disciplines such as ethnography, social research or marketing). We decided to keep our 
selection quite narrow as we wanted to (1) focus on tools and methods that were not too 
simplistic and would allow for fine-grained representations of potentially complex urban 
interventions and, yet, could be applied also by non-design professionals and common citizens 
and (2) propose a balanced inventory supporting the various stages of the DESIGNSCAPES 
Open Calls.  
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How the DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox can support various innovation stages 
 
Within the field of innovation management, many attempts have been carried out to define 
frameworks and models for the innovation process3. In DESIGNSCAPES, we decided to follow a 
categorization proposed by the UK innovation foundation Nesta4. We chose this categorization 
because, in general, the approaches proposed by Nesta acknowledge the importance of 
iterative and collaborative processes where broad multi stakeholder networks are involved. 
According to this categorization, innovation processes unfold through the following phases: 
 
1. Explore opportunities 
In this stage the goal is to find out what the problem and opportunities and challenges are. This 
can be done by asking the right questions, clarifying the real problem and build understanding 
of the context and current systems leading to new opportunities and challenges around a 
particular issue, helping to inspire new ideas for change. 
 
Activities could be: 
● Create deep understanding of users by ethnographic research 
● Map out who is involved in the challenge you are trying to solve 
● Create understanding of motivation and relations between stakeholders involved 
● Create understanding of the market and context 
● Envision of the future and scan horizon 
● Create a clear understanding of the current system 
 
 
 
 

																																																													
3 Godin, Benoît. 2017. Models of Innovation: The History of an Idea. The MIT Press. 
4 https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/Resources_2017_version_07.pdf 

 

Complementary tools and methods 
If you want to read more about complementary tools and methods (such as interviews, 
ethnographic observations, surveys, SWOT analysis, etc.), we suggest you look into the 
following freely available resources: 
● Hyper island toolkit: http://toolbox.hyperisland.com/ 
● DIY Toolkit: http://diytoolkit.org 
● Design Research Techniques (overview): http://designresearchtechniques.com/#/ 
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2. Generate Ideas 
In this stage the aim is to find a set of ideas that can be developed and tested. In order to come 
up with new ideas – one need to be inspired and open. Through processes that support 
creative thinking, idea creation and exploration, new ideas can be generated that can be 
transformed later into potential transformative solutions. 
  
Activities could be: 
● Draw/sketch ideas 
● Select ideas 
● Cluster ideas 
● Represent ideas 
● Share stories 
 
3. Develop and Test 
Here, the aim is to create proof of concept to demonstrate that the idea works or needs to be 
reworked. In this stage, ideas get tested in practice, through experimentation, testing and 
prototyping. Fail fast, collect criticism helps to find out what works and what doesn’t is 
important so that plans can be refined and improved. It is through trial and error that ideas are 
iterated and strengthened. 
 
Activities could be: 
● Test your ideas – from beta testing, prototyping, 
● Listen to the feedback of users 
 
4. Making the case 
The next stage is to use the feedback from the previous phase and create a solid (business) 
case to clarify that the idea is viable, works and is better than what is already out there. It is 
about building support of others, share evidence and a business model to be able to bring it to 
a level where the economic viability is considered. 
 
Activities could be: 
● Define business model 
● Clarify financials 
 
5. Delivery and implementation 
This stage aims to make the idea happen, to implement change from idea, to concept to reality. 
Delivering change means that there is a focus on embedding an innovation into everyday 
practice, which may involve cultural and behavioral, as well as organizational change. Activities 
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are focused on ensuring that there is secure income streams to enable the long term (financial) 
sustainability 
 
Activities could be: 
● Project management 
● Critical roadmap 
● Bringing together different stakeholders 
● Marketing 
 
6. Scale 
In this stage, the aim is to spread and grow the idea or project through a variety of strategies 
for growing and spreading an innovation. Support at this stage generally entails providing 
access to funding, advice, networks and new opportunities. 
 
Activities could be: 
● Replicating the innovation (usually in the same or comparable context) 
● Broadly adopting/Scaling up (e.g. from few to many, from small to big, from local to global) 
● Transferring/Scaling out (e.g. from one territory/community to another) 
 
7. Changing systems 
This stage refers to changes in the public and private sector over long periods of time and that 
involve many elements and new ways of thinking. 
 
Activities could be: 
● Incremental/developmental change (either planned or emergent) 
● Transitional change (e.g. from one state to another) 
● Transformational change (usually single dimensional) 
● Diffused/disruptive change (usually multi dimensional) 
 
Figure A shows how the DESIGNSCAPES toolbox can support innovation phases across the 
three Open Calls. 
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F igure A:  How the DESIGNSCAPES tools support innovation processes 
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3.  The DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox 
 
1. Personas  
 
Description 
A persona is a description of a fictitious person who represents a user or a stakeholder 
involved in a project. Generally, such description is organized as to provide a vivid 
representation, i.e., a name, age and some key characteristics. It could be quite short, as in this 
example: 
 

Mr. Brown, age 65, might prefer cycling to work, whereas Miss White, age 35, might prefer to use 
public transportation.  

 
Or personas can be more articulated and also contain pictures and other information 
considered relevant for the project, such as in Figure B.  

 
 

Figure B:  Personas for borger.dk, the online one-stop shop and citizen's entrance to public administration (local, regional and national) in 
Denmark. This description focuses on area such as change of kindergarten and change of address (source: https://www.interaction-

design.org/literature/book/the-encyclopedia-of-human-computer-interaction-2nd-ed/personas)   

 
Such descriptions are generally based on analyses of the users, such as interviews, surveys or 
group dynamics (quantitative or qualitative). 
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Content and elements 
Personas are simplified representations where some specific areas of focus are highlighted. 
There is not a strict rule on what to include when creating a persona. Typical elements that 
could be included are: 
● Fictional name 
● Job role 
● Picture(s) 
● Personal information (e.g., age, gender, education, ethnicity, family status, location) 
● Professional experience 
● Technical profile (e.g., tech savviness, social media usage, what technological devices are 

used on a regular basis, favourite mobile apps) 
● Motivation (e.g., goals and tasks they are trying to complete) 
● Concerns and needs 
● Biggest challenges 
● Likes / Dislikes 
● One or more quotes that summarize what matters to the persona in relation to the project 
 
Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
Projects operating within an urban context tend to address a variety of city stakeholders (e.g., 
public administrations and institutions, companies, diverse groups of citizens). Such 
stakeholders might have different goals, agendas, needs and wants. Personas provide a way to 
map this diversity, while, at the same time, performing a certain degree of simplification.  
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Personas are typically used while carrying out feasibility studies (Stage 1 of the DESIGNSCAPES 
Open Calls), but they can also be used in subsequent stages, for example when the original 
ideas, products or services evolve and incorporate new uses. 

 
Examples of application 
Personas are quite broadly used in a variety of design projects. Most of the design books and 
toolkits provide examples of application and are some Pinterest boards offering repertoires of 
personas5.  
Particularly interesting are also some niche applications. In some occasions, besides the 
creation of posters, cards and drawings representing personas, personas are performed 
through theatre techniques and role playing. This allows enacting more performative user 
representations that also take into consideration how users interact with each other (Nielsen & 

																																																													
5 https://www.pinterest.se/kooj/personas/  
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Storgaard, 2013). In some other occasions, personas are (partially or completely) dynamically 
created collecting and filtering large amount of data (Jung et al., 2017).  
 
References & resources 
Jung, S., An, J., Kwak, H. Ahmad, M., Nielsen, L., Jansen, B. J. (2017) Persona Generation from Aggregated 
Social Media Data. ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems 2017 (CHI2017). p. 1748-
1755. 6-11 May. 
Nielsen, L. Personas, in the  Encyclopedia of Human Computer Interaction. URL: https://www.interaction-
design.org/literature/book/the-encyclopedia-of-human-computer-interaction-2nd-ed/persona  
Nielsen, L., & Storgaard Nielsen, K. (2013). Personas - From poster to performance. In Proceedings of the 
Participatory Innovation Conference (pp. 272–275). Lahti, FI. 
Software to create personas: https://xtensio.com/user-persona/ 
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2. Scenarios  
	

Description 
Scenarios are a representation of the key actions a user will perform while experiencing a 
product-service system. Taking the user into account, scenarios can help addressing questions 
such as: What does he or she use the product/service for? Where and when? What are the 
results expected? What is the innovation of this product-service?  
They can be used to communicate the actual implementation of the product-service system 
under analysis or to envision possible future solutions. A written text, storyboards, sketches, 
videos are all possible ways of representing scenarios, that can also be enacted.  
 

 
 

Figure C:  Using scenarios to envision an interactive system for helping elderly to eat properly   
(Ref. Forget me not, SSD thesis of Linnea Forss Lotte Skjødt Hansen, 2015) 

 
Scenarios help us to focus design efforts on the users’ requirements/needs and, particularly in 
the case of “desired future scenarios”, the users’ desired future/vision/ possibilities. Scenarios 
allow consideration of different stakeholders (citizens, practitioners), different assumptions 
(agreements/disagreements) and different domains. The designers/ practitioners/ citizens can 
characterise scenarios according to their desirability (views on scenarios) and feasibility (testing 
scenario goals against the new emerging reality). Scenario building is a valuable tool in co-
design and co-creation activities, which helps us to gain a shared understanding of the specific 
need, challenge or obstacle. 
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Content and elements 
The core element of a scenario is a narrative that explains in a diachronic way the actions of a 
user. Personas (representing the users) are then the other key element of scenarios, since they 
are the main characters of the narrative, the driving element of the story. The narrative should 
clearly explain what is the issue, need, challenge that the user is facing and how he is going to 
address it through the use of the envisioned solution. The story should be simple and effective, 
should be easily communicated so that the reader can immediately see the value of the 
proposed solution and its implications. 
There could be different stages of scenarios: "main" (key path, which is the main scenario), 
"contextual" (how to respond to the client's needs) and "validation" (if the 
system/product/service responds to the proposed needs). 
 
Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
Projects that are developed in the urban context have to take into account a complex 
ecosystem, made of many different stakeholders that are often involved in co-design 
processes. Scenarios, and in particular design orienting scenarios (Manzini et al., 2009) can be 
used as a conversation tool among stakeholders that can support a collective and shared vision 
among the different stakeholders through the complex design process. 
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Scenarios are typically used while carrying out feasibility studies (Stage 1 of the DESIGNSCAPES 
Open Calls). 
 
Examples of application 
Video sketching is one of the possible techniques that can be used to represent scenarios. It is 
an effective and quick way to communicate the envisioned solution and can be easily iterated if 
needed after sharing it with the different stakeholders. 
The following video sketches will be used to show the different possibilities that the very same 
tool offers: 
1. Meet for dinner had the aim to increase social contact of ageing people during dinner. The 

scenario is enacted with some fiction elements to better depict the interaction between the 
actors. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=92&v=kQC3P9X_TlU).  

2. Smells lovely was a project about the food chain. Video-sketching and in particular the 
animation-based sketching has been used to speculate on possible future scenarios. 
(https://vimeo.com/87848351). 
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Storyboards are another possible technique to represent scenarios, as shown in Figure C. 
 

 
 
Figure D: Storyboard for NARRAME: A SERVICE ABOUT COLLECTIVE MEMORY - A semester project from the Service Systems Design Master (credits 

to Drude Emilie Holm Ehn, Giulia D’Ettole, Maria Paszkowska, Nikolaj Baida, Tania Cearreta-Innocenti, 2017) 

 
References & resources 
Boletsis, C. (2018). Virtual Reality for Prototyping Service Journeys. Multimodal Technologies and 
Interaction, 2(2), 14 
Manzini, E. Jégou, F., Meroni, A. (2009). "Designing Oriented Scenarios" in Design for sustainability, a step 
by step approach. United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), Paris (http://www.d4s-sbs.org/MB.pdf).  
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3. Cultural Probes  
	

Description 
A cultural probe is a qualitative approach to understand the user, inspire the design 
functionally and aesthetically evoke the creative reaction of (potential) users while supporting 
the creation of design material (Gaver et al.,1999). They are used to create a deeper 
understanding of the context of the users. This technique is mostly used to inspire ideas in a 
design process and also serve to gather inspirational information about user's/participant's 
values and thoughts in order to dig the deeper details about concerns and desires. They are 
also used to test user’s responses to specific experiences. With a cultural probe, participants 
“record any information about their day-to-day activities or environment which they feel is 
important to them” (Gillham 2005, p.4). Probes are small packages that can include any sort of 
artifact along with evocative tasks, such as writing a diary, taking pictures, from postcards to 
notebooks or cameras to take pictures of relevant moments of their everyday life. The 
packages are given to participants to allow them to record specific events, feelings or 
interactions. This tool provides direct and uncodified knowledge about users that may not be 
captured in observations, questionnaires, interviews or other tools to get user information. 
After a specified period of time, the packages are given back and analyzed by the designer. 
 

    
 

Figure E:  Two examples of a cultural probe with tasks and materials for the participant. (Source: Mattelmäki 2006) 

 
Main components for the application of this tool: 
Cultural probes are kits made up of a variety of items and tasks intended to provide a unique 
insight into the lives of the participants. After defining the goals of the cultural probe kit and 
selecting the participants, a kit will be designed. Typical elements that could be included are: 
● Camera 
● Drawing materials (felt pens, crayons, coloured pencils, pens, pencils etc.) 
● A notebook, a journal or diary (also, possibly, in digital format) 
● Map 
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● Stickers 
● An instruction manual 
 
Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
When pursuing design-enabled innovation in the urban context, with a user perspective, one 
needs to have a deep understanding of the user.  In traditional surveys, questionnaires and 
various observational techniques are likely to produce  
responses that are guarded and merely scratch the surface. Compared to observations, they 
offer a view to the users mind, allow flexibility and might be cheaper. Compared to 
questionnaires a probe lets participant to define important aspects by themselves. Compared 
to interviews the probes offer a view to the situation as it happens or just after it, but still, 
probes and interviews are usually mixed in order to get a richer picture of the situation. To this, 
cultural probes can offer insight in private, more delicate matters, when trying to design in 
“sensitive settings” such as poverty or social exclusion, which are typical urban challenges. 
Thirdly, being able to connect and learn via cultural probes with minority groups in cities or 
neighbourhoods’ can create better co-creation processes for innovation. 
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Cultural probes are typically used while carrying out feasibility studies (Stage 1 of the 
DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls.  
 
Examples of application 
 

 
 

Figure F :  Cultural probe for citizen engagement in the city (1 week) 
 

This probe shows how this tool can be used in an urban context and how it could work for a 
project such as Designscapes. It aims to give a personal overview of a week in the life of a 
young person, living in the city of Cologne. The probe triggers the participant to observe the city 
with a critical eye, observing and evaluating what they appreciate or don’t appreciate and 
finding opportunities for improvement. 
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Other applications of cultural probes are in the digital dimension. Digital probes are well 
suited for studying digital service usage. For example, WhatsApp can be used as the probe 
medium as it is widely used and probably as well by the target group using the specific digital 
services.  
 

                    
 
Figure G: An example of a digital probe. First messages that were sent to the participants included a introductory video of the researcher and detailed 

guide for diary inputs. (source: https://medium.com/@AarneLeinonen/cultural-probes-for-service-design-in-2018-9649159bd248) 
            

References & resources 
Gaver, W., Dunne, A., & Pacenti, E. (1999)  Design: Cultural probes, Interactions, Vol 6, Issue 1, Jan/Feb 
1999 
Gillham, R. (2005). Diary Studies as a Tool for Efficient Cross-Cultural Design 
Mattelmäki, T. (2006). Design Probes. Aalto University. Retrieved from 
https://shop.aalto.fi/media/attachments/55d58/mattelmaki.pdf 
Cultural Probes for Service Design https://medium.com/@AarneLeinonen/cultural-probes-for-service-
design-in-2018-9649159bd248 
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4. Service walkthrough  
 
Description 
The service walkthrough is a tool that can be used both to represent an existing service but also 
to prototype a possible future one (Blomkvist, 2016). It is a practice that has been developed in 
the service design community to adapt the well-known prototyping techniques used in the 
product design context to the service level of representation. The service walkthrough has to be 
enacted, providing to the designers a way to understand the experience of a service from the 
user point of view.  

 
| 

Figures  H and I :  Two different ways of performing a Service Walkthrough. In Figure G, Lego characters are used to enact the reproduction of a 
service at a small scale (source: https://sidlaurea.com/2015/10/10/design-thinking-innovation-as-a-way-of-life/desktop-walkthrough-_role-play_pilot-

testing/) while in the second one a possible user is experiencing a mock-up of the service at a human scale (Boletsis, 2018) 
 
 

Content and elements 
The technique uses a journey metaphor as the basis for how the service is represented and 
usually implies the design at a prototyping level of the different components of the service (from 
the touchpoints, to the physical context in which the service is experienced). The scale at which 
the service walkthrough is done can considerably vary: there might service walkthroughs made 
by Lego and performed acting Lego figures, but also experienced and performed by potential 
users at a “human-scale” level.  
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Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
Service walkthrough can be a useful tool to be used while designing for the urban context since 
it can easily address the designer need of experiencing in a physical space and through time the 
designed solution.  
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Service Walkthrough can be used in two different stages: while carrying out feasibility studies 
(Stage 1 of the DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls) or while prototyping a service concept (Stage 2 of the 
DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls). 
 
Examples of application 
Johan Blomkvist in his paper Benefits of Service Level Prototyping (2016) proposes three different 
examples of service walkthrough. The first one is a treasure hunt in which one designer 
facilitated the walkthrough together with two assistants. In this case, they had a low fidelity 
prototype of a interactive smartphone application and the participants had to interact with it in a 
similar location of the real one. The focus was on the transitions between the different 
touchpoints of the service. To collect feedback some stops were made after each touchpoint of 
the walkthrough. 
The second example is about improving the customer experience of a bank service. The 
walkthrough was conducted with real customers and in the real bank’s settings. The focus was 
not on some artefact or touchpoint but more on the feelings that small details of the location 
and of the interaction with the service providers could elicit.  
The third example is about a meal delivery service and the focus of the walkthrough was on how 
the information was passed along the service through the different actors involved, focusing in 
particular on the journey of the receipts and documentation of the different events in the 
service. The walkthrough was conducted in a real setting, where the order had to be collected 
and then sent to the next actor in the chain.  
The three examples clearly show that even if the tool is the very same, the walkthrough can be 
designed to explore a particular aspect of a service (e.g. touchpoints’ transition, customer 
experience, information flow). 
 
References and resources 
Blomkvist, J. (2016) Benefits of Service Level Prototyping, The Design Journal, 19:4, 545-564 
Boletsis, C. (2018). Virtual Reality for Prototyping Service Journeys. Multimodal Technologies and 
Interaction, 2(2), 14. https://doi.org/10.3390/mti2020014 
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5. Structured co-creation workshop  
 
Description 
There are a lot of different ways to organize co-creation workshops in relation to which tools you 
use and to the timeframe of the event. Most often, such co-creation workshops span the course 
of a couple of hours, but in some cases they may extend to 2-3 days or longer. The goal of such 
workshops is to involve the stakeholders/clients/customers/problem-holders you work with 
directly as active players on your design-team. You will co-create, make and build prototypes and 
solutions directly with them – not merely listening to their points of views. Co-creation has 
become a central element in the application of participatory design practices and refers to the 
act of collective creativity shared between one of more people – in a sense blurring the boundary 
between who is the designer and who is the user of the resulting solution (Sanders & Stappers 
2008). 
 
To make the most of your co-creation workshop, we propose to think of the activity in terms of a 
three-stage process, with a preparatory pre-workshop phase and a post-workshop phase of 
follow-up. 
In the pre-workshop phase you will set the stage, specify what to work on in what given timeframe 
and make sure to involve/invite the relevant participants - as well as plan the logistics. The co-
creation workshop itself is of course the key activity and the moment of production in which you 
and the people you have summoned create materials and outputs together. The post-workshop 
phase is the follow-up and next steps phase, where you will move the sketches further into 
realisation. At a very minimum you will need to be transparent about how your workshop 
participants can follow your work - as well as continue their engagement. 
Co-creation workshops entail a number of well-defined processes: (a) identify and carefully 
choose the participants to engage in the co-creation sessions, arrange an appropriate venue, 
and invite the participants; initiate and facilitate discussions led by a moderator, who leads 
brainstorming or prototyping activities with the aim to engage the participants as co-creators or 
co-designers, and (c) finally, collect the feedback and agree on the outcomes of the discussion. 
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Figure J : Image of activities in a co-creation workshop in Aalborg, November 2017, organised to develop new data-driven solutions to tourism 

related challenges in the North of Denmark. Organised between Infinit and Open4Citizens (Source: Open4citizens project) 
 

 
Content and elements 
The structure of the co-creation workshop is most often tailor-made to fit particular contexts 
depending on what findings, outputs or insights you need in a particular project.  
Careful consideration and choice of venue is key. Often it works great to be inside a dedicated 
project-room using pens, post-it notes, paper, LEGO-bricks or other materials, while also sticking 
flipcharts to the walls. In other cases it can be of value to be outside visiting particular spots in 
the city - or even several places (a possible “walkshop” see below).  
It is also important to Invite relevant participants across your design team, clients, problem 
holders, community members, public authorities or other defined demographic groups 
(teenagers, elders, newcomers or other). 
 
Usually, the structure of a co-creation workshop is modelled over a sequence that includes: 
 
● An introductory session  
○ A motivational session (what the current state/scenario is and what the objectives of the 

workshops are) 
○ Icebreakers and short presentation round 

● Production session(s) & co-design activity 
○ Specification of challenges and design specifications 
○ Mapping exercises 
○ Ideation and structured brainstorming  
○ (rapid) Prototyping 
○ ...other tailor-made activities 

● Round of presentations/pitches and feedback 
● Wrap-up and next steps 
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As you select the sequence and pick what tools to weave together, think of how you will facilitate 
the co-creative design ensuring interactive participation among all involved - as well how you will 
capture/document the outcomes of the day. 
 
Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
The co-creation workshop is a method for organising and intensely involving a range of different 
stakeholders and perspectives in one session. It allows for designing with them and allowing for 
them to make tangible their priorities and proposals. 
In the urban context, most often multiple actors are complexly related and this is a good format 
for bringing them together. Furthermore, the act of co-creating together heightens the sense of 
shared ownership and motivates further engagement and involvement. Most groups of people 
are often more likely to adopt and use a solution or service they have actively given shape to and 
helped create. It is really important for people to feel that they are being incorporated and 
listened to. 
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Structured co-creation workshops are typically used while carrying out feasibility studies and 
prototyping sessions (Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls). Potentially, they 
can be used also in Stage 3 (scalability) as a tool to get info before the adaptation process to the 
new context. 
 
Examples of application 
As it should be clear by now, there are almost infinite ways in which you may curate and frame a 
structured co-creation workshop. To indicate this variety, we bring forward 3 examples of 
diverse application. 
 
One version is “the Walkshop”: A simple but very useful method to use where there is a need for 
exploring the physical environment through interaction in the particular case areas. Local issues 
can be put into play in a memorable and embodied way as you move and use the physical space 
of the city.  
During a walk-shop participants may follow a predetermined route, discuss selected issues, 
taking photo or video or mapping activity. Below is an image of a walking tour at the Newark’s 
Ironbound Riverfront near New York, US for community   
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Figure K: Image of a “walkshop” at the Newark Riverfront, NY. An interactive walking tour covering environmental clean-up activities and sharing of 

stories in a part of city under transformation (Source: http://newarkriverfront.org/rsvp-today-for-july-12-ironbound-riverfront-walkshop/) 

 
Another version of the structured co-creation workshop is “the Service Jam”: A service jam is a 
collective event that brings together different citizens and people with an interest in services and 
design-based approaches to problem solving through creativity. It is often very experimental and 
open/inclusive events where teams work together and compete over 48 hours/a whole weekend 
to develop novel services addressing challenges framed under a common theme. It even a 
phenomenon organised as a global event where ‘service jams can be hosted simultaneously at 
multiple locations around the same topic. 
(Read more: http://planet.globalservicejam.org) 
 
Similar to the Service Jam can be what is labelled “the Hackathon”, however where the Service 
Jam can be about producing concepts for services, the typical hackathon is an intense ‘hack 
marathon’ where tech-savvy programmers in a short period works long nights and all through 
weekends to solve problems, eat pizza and produce code. The phenomenon has roots in Silicon 
Valley throughout the 1990s, but the format has spread and become popular also as a design 
approach adaptable to different settings and problem areas, typically involving a short time-
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frame, interdisciplinary teams and tailor-made methods. Hackathons are held everywhere these 
days, covering diverse topics in different settings among various crowds of people.  
 

 
Figure L : Overview of the hackathon process as suggested during the Hackathons held within the European Horizon 2020 project 

www.open4citizens.eu. What is visualised is the explorative and iterative path from inspiration, ideation and implementation assisted and facilitated 
through the use of a series of tailor-made tools. All are openly available at http://open4citizens.eu/tools/ 

 
 
References and resources 
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/introduction-to-the-essential-ideation-techniques-
which-are-the-heart-of-design-thinking  
http://www.designkit.org/methods/33  
http://diytoolkit.org/tools-and-methods-for-co-creation/  
Elizabeth B.-N. Sanders & Pieter Jan Stappers (2008) Co-creation and the new landscapes of design, Co-
Design, 4:1, 5-18 
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6. Stakeholder map  
	

Description 
Stakeholder map - or actor network mapping - is a tool to create a clear overview (visual or 
physical) of all stakeholders - i.e., the important people (key groups, for example 
shareholders/funders, users, customers, staff or partner organisations) and components 
playing a role in a service or project. This tool is helpful to see relative positions of them and 
their relationships. It is useful to understand the complex relationship between stakeholders 
in a service or project and to explore possible hurdles (pain points) and opportunities. 
Although many ways of visualising stakeholder maps exist, two main dominant styles can be 
identified: (a) writing down the stakeholders in a table (Figure M) or (b) drawing concentric 
circles and placing the actors organically (Figure N).  
 

 
Figure M: Example of Stakeholder maps in a table format 
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Figure N:  Example of a Stakeholder map in a circle format 
 

The usual steps for creating a stakeholder map are:  
● identifying the involved stakeholders by conducting interviews and desk research - the 

goal is also to highlight the potential ones   
● drawing / writing down the stakeholders starting from the user/customer/citizen and also 

taking into consideration how to prioritise them in terms of significance  
● analysing and representing the relationships / connections between stakeholders (also 

taking into consideration how our product/service might affect these relationships) 
 
Typical elements that could be included in a stakeholder map are: 

● Clustering of stakeholders (this can include one or more of the following: employees, 
communities, shareholders, investors, government, suppliers, labour unions, government 
regulatory agencies, competitors, collaborators, public communities, local communities, 
etc.) 

● A drawing that represents the relationship and connection between the stakeholders.  
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Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
Projects operating within an urban context tend to address a variety of city stakeholders (e.g., 
public administrations and institutions, companies, diverse groups of citizens). Such 
stakeholders might have different influences on the service or project. Stakeholder maps 
provide a way to map this complexity, while, at the same time, performing a certain degree of 
simplification.  
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Stakeholder maps are typically used while carrying out feasibility studies and defining 
possibilities to scale up (Stage 1 and Stage 3 of the DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls). 
 
Examples of application 
Stakeholder maps can be made in many different ways, but usually they are a static 
representation of an existing ecosystem of actors. Within the design process it can be useful 
to have a clear idea of the relations between the stakeholders before a given solution is 
proposed and after it will be actually implemented. Furthermore the stakeholder map can be 
used as a tool for conversation (Giordano et al, 2018) when it is crucial to have a common 
understanding of the different roles of the stakeholders involved in a service system and 
when the possible solutions are clearly depending on how much power the service owner is 
ready to give to other stakeholders. As shown in Figure O having a low-fi and actionable 
representation of the stakeholders can allow a conversation between, in this case, the 
designers and the service owners, about possible future scenarios. 
 

 
   F igure O: Actionable stakeholder map used during a workshop (credits to Fanny Giordano) 
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7. Business model canvas  
 
Description 
A business model describes how an organization creates, delivers and captures value6. The 
business model canvas is a visual template that can be used to outline key elements of a 
business model. A business model can be, of course, elaborated in other ways, including more 
or less lengthy textual descriptions. The advantages of using a visual canvas is that it provides 
a quick and terse one-page presentation. Such canvases are, therefore, suitable to be used to 
outline different business models (e.g., during a participatory session) and compare them.  
 
There are different types of business model canvases, but the most widespread is the one 
proposed by Alexander Osterwalder (Figure P). This is probably the most popular tool used to 
design the operations of a new or refocused business. The model identifies nine essential 
building blocks (a set of key elements) for the business that needs to be designed to work 
supportively together. 
 

 
Figure P: Business model canvas (Source: https://strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas) 

 
 

																																																													
6 Osterwalder, Alexander, and Yves Pigneur. 2010. Business Model Generation: A Handbook for Visionaries, Game 
Changers, and Challengers. Hoboken, N.J: Wiley. 
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Content and elements 
Business model canvases are concise (and simplified) representations of a business model in 
relation to a set of key elements. The elements included in the most widespread business 
model canvas are: 
● Key partners 
● Key activities 
● Key resources 
● Value propositions 
● Customer relationships 
● Channels 
● Customer segments 
● Cost structure 
● Revenue streams 
 
However, other kinds of business model canvases include different elements such as: 
● Core value proposition vs. ancillary value propositions 
● Infrastructures and core components 
● Environmental impacts 
● Environmental benefits 
● Social impacts 
● Social benefits 
 
Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
Overall trends see cities continuously growing in size and attracting new dwellers. This 
environment can be particularly fertile in relation to the possibilities offered for innovation 
projects, No matter how small innovation projects initially are, their urban dimension 
generally allows for potential growth. Business model canvases can help identifying the 
financial dimensions of design project and, as such, defining suitable strategies for viability 
and further replication.  
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Business model canvases can be used while carrying out feasibility studies and defining 
possibilities to scale up (Stage 1) and Stage 3 of the DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls). 
 
Examples of application 
Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur present an example of the business model for 
Nespresso. The company initially started selling coffee pods and (third-party) coffee machines 
for making what they define as high-quality espresso at home. Gradually, the company 
expanded offering exclusive memberships to the office market (Figure Q).   
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Figure Q:  Business model for Nespresso (Source: Joyce & Paquin, 2016) 

 
 

Alexandre Joyce and Raymond Paquin argue that this structure is not enough to capture some 
important elements of the business, including its environmental and social impact7. They 
propose to add two further canvases (Figure R and Figure S) to map these components (triple 
layered business model canvas). 
 

 
 

F igure R: Environmental impact of Nespresso, showing, for example, that by redesigning the machines to be energy efficient, the company 
achieved 20.7% reduction in carbon emissions (in the section Environmental Benefits) (Source: Joyce & Paquin, 2016) 

 
 

																																																													
7 Joyce, Alexandre, and Raymond L. Paquin. 2016. “The Triple Layered Business Model Canvas: A Tool to Design More 
Sustainable Business Models.” Journal of Cleaner Production 135 (November): 1474–86.  
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Figure S :  Social impact of Nespresso (Source: Joyce & Paquin, 2016) 

 
Along a similar line of thinking, some other canvases are oriented toward a wider notion of 
business modelling, which can have at its centre the creation and support of meaningful 
communities (Figure T). 
 

 
 

Figure T :  In the Community Canvas, the attention toward the financial and organizational sides underpin a model where success needs to be 
defined not only in economic terms (business profit) but also in relation to processes that support the creation of communities (Source: 

https://community-canvas.org/) 
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Another canvas proposed by Jukka and Katri Ojasalo8 tweaks the categories as to be more adapt to 
represent business models of services (Figure U). 
 

 
 

Figure U: In the Service Logic Business Model Canvas, the focus is on adopting multiple points of view when filling the canvas: the organization 
that offers the service and the customer that aggregates the resources offered (Source: Ojasalo & Ojasalo 2015) 

 
Last but not least, the platform design toolkit (Figure V) helps companies and organization leverage 
the power of ecosystems to grow and reach outstanding results that cannot be reached 
independently (http://platformdesigntoolkit.com/). 
 

																																																													
8 Ojasalo, Jukka, and Katri Ojasalo. 2015. “Using Service Logic Business Model Canvas in Lean Service Development.” In 
Proceedings of the 2015 Naples Forum on Service,. Naples, Italy. 
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F igure V:  The Platform Design Canvas invites to think of business models of platforms that build upon ecosystems (Source: 
http://platformdesigntoolkit.com/) 

 
 
References and resources 
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8. Journey Mapping  
 
Description 
The journey map is an oriented graph that describes the journey of one of the service actors 
and a service. Since the journey mapping is often used to map the experience of a service 
customer, this tool is often identified as the customer journey map, a journey mapping 
technique, however, can be used also to represent the sequence of actions any other 
stakeholders can be involved in, during a service.  
A customer journey map represents a sequence of events, the interaction, the customer’s 
mood in each of the events and the touchpoints that support the interaction between the 
customer and the service. This step-by-step description is  based on the actor’s point of view 
and it refers to a period of time that goes from the first contact between the customer and a 
service provider to the moment in which such interaction can be considered as completed. A 
customer journey map is a powerful tool for visualising the customer experience. For a 
designer, it helps to understand the context of users, to identify the gaps, and opportunities, 
and to gain a clear image of what exactly the customers are looking for and what they want to 
achieve. 
 
Content and elements 
A customer journey can be as simple as a storyboard describing the phases of the customer’s 
experience or as complex as a matrix, describing the emotional journey of the customer (i.e. 
the emotional involvement of the customer in the service), the touchpoints (i.e. the material 
and immaterial points of contact between the service and the customer) and the timing of the 
interaction.  

 
 

F igure W: Customer Journey map through a grocery store (source http://kdsketchbook.tumblr.com/) 
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Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
Innovation in urban context often implies complex changes that do not only concern products, 
but also urban services. By definition, services are actions that a person performs to generate 
value; services are processes of value creation, and as such, they are developed in time. This is 
the reason why the concept of journey is used, to describe such process in a period of time that 
goes from the first contact between an actor (customer) and a service to the moment in which 
such interaction can be considered as completed. 
 
In which innovation stage can you use it? 
Customer Journey maps are used at different stages of the innovation process. 
The customer journey can be used in preliminary and explorative stages, to analyse users’ 
needs or existing services or experiences from a customer’s perspective and identify possible 
opportunities for innovation of the new concept. In subsequent stages, the journey is a useful 
tool to illustrate the customer’s experience while highlighting the most crucial phases, the 
touchpoints and, the timing of an action. In these later stages, the customer journey is the 
starting point to create a service blueprint (Link to Blueprints). In relation to DESIGNSCAPES, 
journeys can be used across the three stages: Feasibility, Prototyping, Scalability proof.  
 
Examples of application 
A customer journey map can be used to represent different level of complexity in the service 
experience. The simplest application of a customer journey may consist in a linear narrative 
representation of the customer experience, as in Figure W. Although very linear, the 
representation presents a narrative of the service, with some key elements, such as the 
physical evidences the customer meets during the journey (the ticket, the popcorns, the seat) 
and the feeling of the customer in each phase. 
The journey in Figure X has been used to analyse the typical journey of an existing service, in 
this case this tool has therefore been used benchmark an existing service. 
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Figure X: linear narrative representation of the experience of a movie theatre (source: Klaar, 2014) 

 
In a development or scalability phase the journey map can be used as a communication tool or 
as a negotiation tool between the service provider and the service customer. This is the case of 
Figure Y, representing the student journey through a semester of a Master course. In this case, 
the journey through the service also includes precise indications about the timing of each 
phase (e.g. the months in the semester), the milestones and the characteristics of the activities 
in each phase of the journey.  
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Figure Y:  The journey map for the students of the Service Systems Design Master at Aalborg University 

 

 
References and resources 
http://kdsketchbook.tumblr.com/  
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9. Service Blueprint  
 
Description 
In the same way that a product has detailed design drawings, the service blueprint specifies the 
details of those innovation projects that have a service component. The blueprint proposes a 
simplified representation of the service as divided into two main dimensions: the frontstage 
processes (what we see and experience as a customer) and the backstage processes (what is 
behind, what makes the service work, the organisational and technical processes that 
constitute the service offering). In other terms, service blueprints display how key service 
processes function in the frontstage - i.e. for the aspects of the services that are directly visible 
or perceivable by the service customer - and how they function beyond the line of visibility, or 
in the backstage. Service blueprints work effectively to represent key components of services at 
a simplified but still fine-grained level. Service blueprints visualise the service offering 
holistically by aligning the user actions with other visible and invisible actions in the service 
backstage.  

 
F igure Z :  Service blueprint by Brandon Schauer (source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/brandonschauer/3363169836/)  
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Content and elements 
Typical elements that could be included in a service blueprint are different blocks, 
lines and arrows as illustrated in Figure AA.  

 
 

Figure AA:  Service blueprint structure with its components and flows (Adapted from Ross I., Ruiz L. G., & Samadzadeh S., 2014. Source: 
http://www.cooper.com/journal/2014/08/service-blueprints-laying-the-foundation)     

 
The blocks can represent:  
 
●  User actions: The actions that are taken by the users to access the service 
●  Frontstage actions: All the actions in the service offer that are visible to the users. 
●  Backstage actions: All the activities in the service offering required to produce the service and 
that are not visible to the users. 
●  Support processes: Actions taken by third party partners required to achieve the service 
offer.  
●  Physical evidences: The props and places that users encounter through their journeys. This 
can be, for example, any form of products, signage, or physical locations used by or seen by the 
user or internal employees. Physical evidence of the service can be illustrated in the blueprint 
to identify and show which kinds of materials are encountered through the service journey. 
 
The lines, which define different blocks of actions. can represent:  
 
● Line of interaction: This is the point at which users interact with the service.  It is a physical or 
abstract line across which the user interacts with the service. The line can be physically visible 
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(e.g. the counter in a fast food outlet) or invisible (e.g. in the hall of an airport, where a number 
of information items and services reach the passenger). 
● Line of visibility: This line splits the blueprint actions that can be seen or perceived by the 
customer (frontstage) and those that are invisible or unperceivable to her/him (backstage). The 
actions beyond the line of visibility are the engine of the service, i.e. the organisational 
processes that support service delivery. 
● Line of internal interaction: This is the line across which the service provider interacts with 
third party partners that support other organisational processes.  
 
Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
While tackling complex urban issues and working with multistakeholder projects, service 
blueprints provide yet another way to reduce such complexity, by offering a complete overview 
of an entire service and a simplified, but yet fine-grained view of the organizational processes 
needed to support such service. For a single project, various service blueprints can be created, 
showing, for example, the different ways in which a customer can interact with a service. This 
allows engaging with different people involved and gaining insights about how their and other 
actors’ roles fit in the big picture. The act of sketching out a blueprint usually creates 
opportunities for other ideas and connections to emerge, which can be used to develop new 
business propositions. Also, blueprinting can reveal critical points and help to identify possible 
service failures.  
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Service blueprints can be beneficial while carrying out feasibility studies, prototyping, scalability 
proof (Stage 1, 2 and 3 of the DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls), 

 
Examples of application 
The blueprint shown in Figure AB represents a pharmacy service. This blueprint bases the 
structure described previously. It also covers additional elements such as time measures. 
Illustrating the time in the blueprint can be crucial such as reducing the waiting time on the 
counter of the pharmacy.  Besides the time layer; it has coloured icons to visualise some 
notable moments of service to consider capturing, such as; possible pain points, pain points 
which should be improved, opportunities for cost saving actions, the opportunities to measure 
the quality, etc. 
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F igure AB: Service blueprint example  
(source: https://www.cooper.com/journal/2014/08/service-blueprints-laying-the-foundation)  

 
 
The following blueprint was made to develop a service to enhance a football-watching 
experience (Figure AC). In this blueprint, on the top of the activity, Huang uses a storyboard to 
visualise what is happening at the service over time. In the main blocks, she uses figures to 
shows users, frontstage evidence and backend (database). This narrative illustration and icons 
make the blueprint more visual and easy to grasp.  
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Figure AC:   Integration of storyboard to a service blueprint, example by Ko-Hsun Huang (source: http://sortapundit.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/04/storyboard-format-template-unique-integration-of-scenarios-storyboard-and-service-system-navigation-of-storyboard-

format-template.jpg)  

 
The last blueprint by Polaine, et al. (Figure AD) represents a hair salon service (2009). In this 
blueprint to explore the dynamics of a service that has multiple actors, they have removed the 
front-stage, back-stage and line of visibility. Thus, all the actors and relevant touchpoints are 
separated clearly. This structure can be beneficial when there are multiple actors participated 
in the service by using different physical evidence and when there is a more need to emphasise 
the actors. Beside these, they added a fail line and an emotional journey of a user on the 
bottom.  
 
As it is mentioned, in all these three different examples of applications, additional elements can 
be added, and the structure can be changed and adapted depending on the need of what the 
blueprint is used for. 
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Figure AD: Blueprint by Andy Polaine, Roman Aebersold, Robert Bossart and Andrea Mettler 
(source: https://www.slideshare.net/apolaine/blueprint-developing-a-tool-for-service-design)  

 
References and resources 
Blueprint. (n.d.). Retrieved February 16, 2018, from http://www.servicedesigntools.org/tools/35  
Ross I., Ruiz L. G., & Samadzadeh S. (2014). Service Blueprints: Laying the Foundation. Retrieved February 6, 
2018, from http://www.cooper.com/journal/2014/08/service-blueprints-laying-the-foundation 
Polaine, A., Aebersold, R., Bossart, R., & Mettler, A. (2009). Blueprint+: Developing a tool for service 
design. In Service Design Network Conference 2009. 
Bitner, M. J., Ostrom, A. L., & Morgan, F. N. (2008). Service blueprinting: a practical technique for service 
innovation. California management review, 50(3), 66-94. 
Grenha Teixeira, J., Patrício, L., Huang, K. H., Fisk, R. P., Nóbrega, L., & Constantine, L. (2017). The MINDS 
method: Integrating management and interaction design perspectives for service design. Journal of 
Service Research, 20(3), 240-258. 
Schauer, B. (2009, March 17). Service blueprint for Service Design panel. Retrieved from 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/brandonschauer/3363169836/ 
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10. Motivation matrix   

 
Description   
A Motivation matrix is – like the name suggests - a tool that helps to figure out what the 
motivation is behind the action of each stakeholder within an innovation project (more 
specifically a service system). It shows what each actor (person or organisation related to the 
project) brings in and what each actor takes out by visualizing stakeholder’s contributions and 
mutual benefits within a service system. The Motivation matrix is a good strategy tool for 
partnership managers and network development. 
 
 

 
Figure AE:  The Motivation Matrix helps teams understand the connections between the various actors that take part in the solution and adds 

clarity also to their roles by studying the motivation behind their action. Source: http://servicedesigntools.org/tools/20) 
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Main components for the application of this tool: 
Typical elements of a Motivation matrix, which are included, are: 
● The first row and first column map the stakeholders that are involved and that are part of 

the service system. 
● The cells in the diagonal of the matrix represent the stakeholder motivation to be part of the 

service system, while all the other cells represent what stakeholder A (column) is providing 
to stakeholder B (row) through the service system under consideration. 

 
Why is this tool/method relevant within an urban context? 
Solutions to challenges and problems in an urban contexts are usually complex and multi-
faceted, involving multiple stakeholders with different – sometimes opposite motives. A project 
can be therefore be stuck. A motivation matrix is also a useful tool for negotiation. It allows to 
clarify the different interests and possible contributions at stake to move forward a project, 
keeping all the stakeholders aware of the complex ecosystem and able to see the values and 
opportunities that each partner can bring. 
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Motivation matrices can be used while carrying out feasibility studies (Stage 1 of the 
DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls) and prototyping (Stage 2 of the DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls). But it 
can be useful in the stage of scalability (Stage 3 of the DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls) as well, when 
one can clarify the incentives and motivations of the different partnerships. 
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Examples of application 
 

 
 

Figure AF:  The Ecosystems Motivations Matrix helps you understand what the incentives are for the entities in the ecosystem to participate and 
exchange value. Source: https://platformdesigntoolkit.com/toolkit/) 

 

References and resources 
Motivation Matrix. (n.d.). Retrieved February 16, 2018, from http://www.servicedesigntools.org/tools/20’  
Morelli, N., & Tollestrup, C. (2007). New Representation Techniques for Designing in a Systemic 
Perspective. In Design Inquiries, Nordes 07 Conference. 
Jégou, F., Manzini, E. & Meroni, A. (2005). Design Plan. A Tool for Organizing the Design Activities Oriented 
to Generate Sustainable Solutions 
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11. Touchpoint matrix  
 
Description   
The basic idea of the touchpoint matrix is to have a visual framework that helps the designer to 
“connect the dots of the user experience” in order to see the different configurations, interfaces, 
contexts and results of the interaction within the design of the system (Gianluca Brugnoli (2009).  
A touchpoint is a point of interaction with a service. For example, let us make the case of a user 
buying a train ticket. The user may buy the ticket online, while sitting in front of her laptop (first 
touchpoint). Once paid, the user might receive a digital ticket on her mobile phone via SMS 
(another touchpoint). While she gets to the railway station, the user might want to stop by a 
ticket machine (another touchpoint), enter her ticket number and get her ticket printed. Mapping 
touchpoints is a good strategy to take into consideration that customers can experience a 
service across multiple channels (e.g., a website or a ticket machine). Matrices are generally used 
to map touchpoints. 
The matrix is built by listing the different devices or contexts that are part of the system on a 
vertical axis and by listing the main actions that are supported by the system itself on a 
horizontal one.  Once this framework has been set up, the designer can play with different 
scenarios, by putting a specific fictitious persona (who represents a user or a stakeholder 
involved in the project) inside the framework, and start imagining his/her journey through the 
different touchpoints (points of interaction with the service), connecting the related dots. This 
provides a deeper understanding of the various interactions happening within a system and 
across different channels and helps to point out where an important decision can be made 
during the experience from a user perspective.  

 

  
 

Figure AG:  Photography touchpoints matrix describes a possible journey across the photography ecosystem (source: Gianluca Brugnoli, Frog 
Design, http://www.brugnoli.net)  
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Main components for the application of this tool: 
Touchpoint matrices are a visual representation that maps the user experience by showing the 
different arrangements of the action of the user, throughout different contexts. Typical 
elements that could be included are: 
● Vertically the different devices or contexts that are part of the system  
● Horizontally listing the main actions that are supported by the system  
● Personas 
● Touchpoints / dots between the user and the system 
 
Why is this tool/method relevant within an urban context? 
Solutions to complex problems generally require the interplay of different channels, 
technological platforms, physical environments. Users, however, do not care about these 
different contexts and expect to enjoy a seamless user experience. A touchpoint matrix offers a 
way to look into cross-channel and cross-platform experiences and to ensure the quality of 
connection in the whole service, rather than just in a single touchpoint. 
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Touchpoint matrices can be effectively used to prototype services (Stage 2 of the 
DESIGNSCAPES Open Calls). 
 
Examples of application 
 
See next figures. 
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F igure AH:  Touchpoint matrix describes a possible journey across a carpooling service (source: Fanny Giordano) 
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F igure AI :  Touchpoint matrix from a service named NARRAME - a platform where locals and visitors are invited to co-create the narration of the 
neighbourhood by sharing and viewing videos, images and audio files. The Touchpoint Matrix provides a visual framework of the different 

touchpoints of NARRAME that a potential future user might interact with. The matrix supported the team with a deeper understanding of the 
service interactions as well as exploration of the possible paths and opportunities of the system. This investigation was useful for mapping all the 

possible phases that are conducted through different channels. In this way, the matrix shows the fluidity of experience through the different 
touchpoints (Brugnoli, 2009). 

 

References and resources 
Touchpoint matrix, (n.d.). Retrieved February 16, 2018, from http://www.servicedesigntools.org/tools/108 
Gianluca Brugnoli (2009) http://www.brugnoli.net 
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12. Experience Prototype  
 
Description 
While designing a chair, it is easy to imagine how a prototype could look like. It could be, for 
example, a wooden or a plastic model of the chair. This model can be small or full scale. If it is 
full scale, then some future users could even try it and see whether it is comfortable or it if 
looks nice. But while designing, for example, something like a new microfinance service for low 
income residents of a city, what kind of prototype can be created? Such prototype would have 
to take into consideration that, for example, the final service will be offered through a variety of 
channels (e.g., physical stores, online, via phone, etc.). The service will also probably offer 
different and personalized possibilities to obtain credit. How can we prototype such services? 
 
An experience prototype is a way to represent these and similar services in relation to the 
experience that the customers will have while interacting with the (final) service. In other terms, 
the prototype can recreate the customer experience of key moments of the whole service. In 
this sense, this tool can be seen as a simulation of the final expected experience and helps the 
designer to foresee and tackle some of the specific uses and performances. These prototypes 
can be used to involve real users and get their feedback.  
 
An experience prototype can be any kind of representation, in any medium and is designed to 
understand, explore or communicate what it might be like to engage with the product, space, 
service or system. It can include different techniques such as storyboards, scenarios, sketches, 
video, or step-through-simulations, all of which helps to communicate an experience. 
 

 
Figure AJ:  Experience Prototyping to test the ideas for new products and services by Ideo and Nokia (source: 

http://www.servicedesigntools.org/tools/21)  
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Content and elements 
Experience prototypes are usually quick and simple (and therefore flexible) representations, 
that can be made up from a variety of materials and adjusted according to the experience 
would like to be tested. Typical elements that could be included are: 
● Paper, cardboard, photos, post-it-notes, string 
● A digital camera 
● Audio/video-recorder 

 
Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
Service prototypes allow quickly representing also the immaterial components of services and 
to either test them or co-design them together with a variety of stakeholders in a variety of 
contexts.  
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Prototypes are typically used while carrying the prototype phase (Stage 2 of the DESIGNSCAPES 
Open Calls).  
 
Examples of application 
 

 
Figure AK:  Experience Prototyping at Aalborg University Copenhagen (credits to Lara Clare Casciola, Esben Grøndal, Nea Alina Annika Kosonen 

and Katharina Maria Stark) 

 
This is the experience prototyping session from a first semester project of the Service Systems 
Design Master at Aalborg University Copenhagen. The students first made a digital prototype of 
an app and then made the users experience it in real settings. 
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Figure AL:  Experience Prototyping at Aalborg University Copenhagen (credits to Louise Helmer Nielsen) 

 
This is the experience prototyping session from a thesis project of the Service Systems Design 
Master at Aalborg University Copenhagen. The student is prototyping the experience of 
recognizing music genres with the resident of a nursing home with the aim of discover what the 
different labels can elicit in terms of memories and feelings. 
 
References and resources 
Experience Prototype. (n.d.). Retrieved February 16, 2018, from  http://www.servicedesigntools.org/tools/21  
Buchenau, M., & Suri, J. F. (2000, August). Experience prototyping. In Proceedings of the 3rd conference on 
Designing interactive systems: processes, practices, methods, and techniques (pp. 424-433). ACM. 
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13. Theory of Change  

 
Description 
Theory of Change is a way of mapping the ‘change journey’ of a project or innovation so you 
can see the connections between the ‘presenting problem’ the project wants to solve, the 
expected impact on that problem at the end of the project and everything that’s supposed to 
happen in between. A simplified Theory of Change for Designscapes is shown in the figure 
below. 
 

 
Figure AM: Designscapes Theory of Change 

 
Theory of change is on the one hand a planning tool.  It shows the ‘intervention logic’ of a 
project – the steps that need to be taken to realise a desired goal or impact, and the expected 
results of these steps. In other words, a Theory of Change shows the theorised ‘causal 
pathways’ between a project’s objectives, its activities, and its expected outcomes and impacts. 
It says: “if we take action X, then this will cause effect Y and this will eventually lead to outcome 
Z”. Theory of Change is therefore also a key evaluation tool. It tests the ‘intervention logic’ of a 
project and allows this to be modified or refined through the evaluation process.  
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Content and elements 
The figure below provides an overview of the steps you need to take to identify the five key 
elements of your pilot theory of change.  
 

 
Figure AN: Stage 1 - Developing the basic Theory of Change model 

 
More specifically, in order to create the theory of change for your pilot, it is useful to: 
 
● Work together with the key people who will be involved in pilot implementation. This can be 

colleagues from your organisation, partner organisations, and even end users 
● Follow the suggested sequence (steps 1 through to 4) 
● Once you have mapped each step sufficiently, try and organise the information into logical 

sequences, e.g.: “if we do this activity, then these outputs will be produced, then the 
following outcomes arise then these will contribute to the following impacts).”  

● Finally, do step 5 and think of some indicators – in the form of key performance indicators 
(KPIs) – that you can use to assess progress and achievements along the change journey of 
your pilot. You can use the KPI template (see §14) to help you with this work.  
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Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
As a pilot, using this theory of change template will help you: 
 
● Understand your pilot’s change journey  
● Implement or adjust project activities so you’re more likely to achieve your intended 

outcomes  
● By collecting data on your indicators assess and understand where you are in your change 

journey 
● Help you evaluate your pilot more effectively.  
 
This tool can be used for innovations in a variety of contexts and not only in urban contexts – 
but it is particularly suitable to understand projects or innovations in complex settings. As such, 
it is particularly suited for pilots developed in urban settings, dealing with complex problems 
and potentially involving several participants and actors. 
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
This tool should be used by Designscapes pilots selected at stages 2 and 3 of the call for pilots. 
Successful applicants will need to construct a project theory of change after having attended 
the compulsory training on theory of change, mechanisms and KPIs provided by Designscapes 
partners.  
 
Examples of application 
Theories of change are used in a variety of contexts and projects. Interactive examples include: 
 
Using theory of change to map to map out how to use mobile phone to improve quality of 
service delivered by Community Health Volunteers in Mozambique: 
http://slideplayer.com/slide/7061508/ 
 
A presentation explaining the use and design of theories of change for different contexts: 
https://www.cecan.ac.uk/news/cecan-seminar-theory-of-change 
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14. Key Performance Indicators (KPI) Tool  
	

Designing and collecting KPIs  
 
Description 
The aim of the tool is to create an efficient mechanism that allows data relevant to 
Designscapes project level Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to be captured. KPIs are one of 
four main sets of indicators used in project evaluation. The others are: 
 
● Critical Success Factors 
● Outcomes indicators 
● Key Results Indicators 
 
People tend to confuse, and sometimes conflate, these different types of indicator. The table 
below describes each type and what they are used for. 
 

Type 
 

Definition What it’s used for 

 
Critical Success 

Factor 

 
The critical areas in a project whose high 

performance or success is important, and the 
steps that need to be taken to succeed 

 

 
To specify the reasons for things that need to 
be done and the actions necessary to achieve 

success in a project 

 
Key Performance 

Indicators 

 
Measures to assess process and progress 

towards results 
 

 
To assess the ongoing effects of the actions 

taken and where the project is in relation to its 
results 

 
 

Outcomes indicators 
 

Immediate outcomes – changes in awareness 
and knowledge as a result of a project action 
Intermediate outcomes – changes in behavior 

and capacity as a result of a project action 
 
 

 
To assess the immediate and intermediate 

effects of the actions carried out in a project 

 
Key Results 
Indicators 

 
The ‘end results’ of a project and its likely 

longer term impacts 

 
To assess the the consequences and broader and 
longer-term social and economic changes of the 

project beyond the intermediate effects 
 

Figure AO:  The four types of indicator used in the Designscapes evaluation 
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) make the connection between the CSA’s, the outcomes and 
the KRIs. They track the actions between the CSA’s and the outcomes and KRIs. So, first, they 
have to measure a process. Second, they have to be key - i.e. they need to be the only 
measures that are essential to demonstrate progress towards ‘results’. Third, they have to 
measure progress on that process.  Fourth, they need to capture ‘live’ data - i.e. the 
information source used to measure process and progress is continually generating updated 
information. Fifth, they need to reflect ‘context’. For example it’s no use having a KPI, for 
example, for the number of customers attending an event without measuring the number 
invited to attend, etc. Finally, they have to be ‘metrics’ - i.e. a KPI needs to be a quantifiable 
measure that can demonstrate progress either from a baseline or in context - not just a 
measure which is ‘absolute’ or ‘unit-specific’.  
 
Content and elements 
You can use the template provided below, together with your completed pilot theory of change, 
to draw up your KPIs.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

F igure AP:  Developing pilot level KPI tool 

 

 
Cr it ical  success  factors   

for  your  p i lot  
 

The problem your pilot seeks to 
address and the associated key 
activities needed to realise the 

change (outcomes) your are 
seeking to achieve 

 

 
KPI  

 
The ongoing measure that 

tracks progress towards 
outcomes 

 
P i lot  outcome 

 
Identified outcome (change 
in the presenting problem) 

your are seeking to 
achieve, as identified in 
your theory of change 
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Having developed your KPIs, the idea is to use them to regularly collect data on how you are 
progressing. You can use these data yourself to help you identify actions that might need to be 
taken if your project is not achieving expected progress. 
 
Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
As a Designscapes pilot, using the tool will: 
● Help you assess your progress in relation to project indicators needed to achieve key project 

outcomes and impacts and what steps, if necessary, need to be taken to maximize the 
chances of success.  

● Help you communicate achievements to a wider audience.  
 
KPIs are relevant to any kind of project and not specifically to those operating in urban contexts 
only. 
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Figure above provides a simple word template designed to be completed by Designscapes pilots 
selected at stages 2 and 3 of the call for pilots. Successful applicants will need to complete this 
template after having done the compulsory training on theory of change, mechanisms and KPIs 
provided by Designscapes partners and having completed their pilot level theory of change 
(see Appendix 13).  
 
Examples of application 
A good illustration of how CSA’s, KRI’s and KPI’s work, what are the differences between them 
and how they relate to each other, can be provided in relation to a football team (in this case 
Liverpool FC) and illustrated in the figure below.  
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Figure AQ:  Creating KPIs and KRIs – the example of Liverpool FS 
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15. Replication Analysis tool  
 
 
Assessing the replicabil ity  of  DESIGNSCAPES pi lots.  
 
Description 
Replication can be understood as a process of taking a product, service, model or even information 
into a different setting (context) or to a different target group than the one it was originally 
conceptualised for.  This process is also sometimes referred to as ‘scaling out’ and is different from 
‘scaling up’ which tends to involve increasing the volume of what is delivered. 
 
Replication tends to be a three-stage process:9 
● Knowledge and awareness stage: In order to replicate or adopt an innovation, it needs to have 

been shown to meet needs, to be effective and to be known by those considering adopting it.   
● Choice and decision stage: this involves relevant actors making choices about the replication 

destination, the process of doing this, and how it will be financed. Both of the first two stages 
benefit from the existence of evaluation and / or cost-benefit data. 

● The final implementation stage involves taking the product, service or other innovation into 
one or ideally several contexts.  

 
This tool supports pilots to collect information relating to the first stage of this process, in order to 
inform the next stage – helping to inform your decisions about how to scale out your project. 
 
Content and elements 
To assess the replication readiness of your Designscapes pilot, you should work through the 
following list of questions.10  
 
Intervention (pilot) features and design  
● What is the nature of the pilot / intervention?  

o Straightforward design with a logic model and/or a manual describing it and how it should be 
implemented  

o Straightforward / simple design that is well explained – but no manual 

																																																													
9 Tavistock Institute (2011) Literature review on replication. Prepared as part of the process evaluation of BIG’s Realising 
Ambition programme, pp 10-12 (unpublished)  
10 The questions use a combination of two existing guides on replication: https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/-
/media/Files/Research%20Documents/Realising%20Ambition/ra_guidelines_identifying_interventions_replication.pdf; 
https://toolkit.springimpact.org/logintest/#replication-readiness  
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o Several activity strands, no logic model or manual that describes the pilot and there are 
several hard to define components  

● How much do you know about what the essential parts of your pilot are that make it successful?  
o No knowledge about which parts make the intervention successful  
o Some knowledge (e.g. from introducing the pilot into different contexts or theory of change) 
o Strong evidence and evaluation-based knowledge about aspects of the intervention that are 

responsible for its impact 
● Will your Designscapes pilot works in other contexts? 

o The pilot is culture or context specific  
o There is some evidence of the pilot working elsewhere  
o There is strong evidence that the pilot will work elsewhere 

● What evidence do you have that that your Designscapes pilot has an impact? 
o The impact is unknown or unclear 
o Reasonable evidence from evaluation or other measurement  
o Strong and rigorous evidence from rigorous evaluation relevant to the scale and nature of the 

intervention. 
 
Replication plans, strategies and structures 
● What is the main reason or motivation to replicate the intervention? 

o To increase scale: does the delivery setting allow rapid scaling?  
o To increase financial returns: is there robust cost / benefit data? 
o Other reasons: please specify 

● What is your business model for replication?  
o No business model 
o Outline business model 
o Detailed business model  

● How are you planning to deliver the project in another context?  
o Via direct delivery 
o Via indirect delivery 
o A third party will deliver it  

● Is there a clear owner of the replication project?   
o No 
o Yes, there is one individual with relevant skills and experience 
o Yes, the project owner is an experienced individual with previous experience in scaling and is 

trusted by stakeholders. 
●     What understanding and evidence do you have of the match between the social, economic and  

environmental needs of the local and replication contexts?  
o No understanding of the needs in the new context  
o Some understanding of the needs  
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o In-depth field research implemented to understand differences and similarities in needs  
● What evidence do you have of the supply or people or organisations willing to deliver the 

replicated project? 
o No interested parties or only some initial contacts 
o There is evidence of a supply of people or organisations willing and qualified to take on the 

replicated project 
o There is strong evidence of several people or organisations eager and qualified to take on the 

replicated project 
 
Organisational culture, capability, capacity   
● Are the functions and organisational values necessary for replication (relating to process, 

systems, training, legal agreements, procedures and ensuring quality) well defined and 
developed?  
o No 
o Yes, a few are defined and developed 
o Yes, most are defined and developed 
o Yes, all are accurately defined and developed 

● What is the quality of staff involved in the replication effort? 
o They generally display a low level of curiosity, tolerance for ambiguity and willingness to learn. 

They struggle to see other people’s perspectives.  
o They display some degree of curiosity, tolerance for ambiguity and willingness to learn and 

have some understanding of the need to step into other people’s shoes to solve problems.  
o They display a high degree of curiosity, tolerance for ambiguity and willingness to learn, and 

may have prior experience of replication. They focus on solving problems form other people’s 
perspective.  

● What is the seniority of staff involved in the replication effort? 
o They are mainly junior and not able to take many autonomous decisions.   
o They have some degree of autonomous decision making ability.  
o They are sufficiently senior to work autonomously and take decisions.  

● To what extent are organisational and pilot technologies transferable to different contexts?  
o They are specific to the context in which they were created.  
o With some changes, they can be used in different contexts. 
o There is evidence to show that they can be used in a different context. 

● What is the nature of communication patterns within the project and with external stakeholders? 
o Communication is siloed and technocratic.  
o Cross team communication is possible but not ‘habitual’. External communication could be 

improved in terms of story telling and working through resistance.  
o Individual, team and cross team communication patterns are fluid and able to bring the story 

across also in the face of resistance.  
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● To what extent do staff and external stakeholders support replication?  
o Most are fairly or very hostile to replication 
o Most are fairly or very neutral about replication 
o Most are fairly or very supportive of replication 
o All are fairly or very supportive of replication 

● Is the brand understood and valued by your audience (beneficiaries, customers, funders etc.)?  
o No or very little understanding 
o Brand is partially understood and valued 
o Brand and organisational values are clearly documented, internally agreed and externally 

valued 
 

Why is it relevant within an urban context? 
As a result of using the tool, you will gain a better insight into how replication ready your 
intervention is, and what you need to do to improve your chances of successful replication. 
It is relevant to any kind of project and not specifically to those operating in urban contexts only. 
 
In which innovation stages can you use it? 
Pilots at stages 2 and 3 can use it to gain a better insight into how replication ready their 
intervention is. Those in stage 2 can use it to prepare for the third call – while those in stage 3 can 
use it as part of the stage 3 process.   
 
Examples of application 
There are no concrete examples of previous uses of this tool as it has been devised specifically for 
this project but using resources developed by others. Additional resources include: 
 
Online replication readiness test developed by Spring Impact: 
https://toolkit.springimpact.org/Home 

 
A guide suggesting different ways to prepare for enhancing the replicability of proven or evidence-
based projects: 
https://www.childtrends.org/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/Seven-Activities.pdf 
 
Slide presentation on understanding replication as a continuous improvement process: 
http://slideplayer.com/slide/3736009/ 

4.  Further t ips  
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If you made it to this chapter, you might have read the first selection of tools presented in this 
DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox. It is a small selection of tools and methods on what is out there, as our 
thinking is that hat we present here can supplement and integrate existing knowledge rather than 
proposing yet another set of tools and methods.  
 
But when you got enthusiastic and want to read more, here is a selection of some of the digital 
tools out there, that could help boost your taste for design enabled innovation. 
 
Smaply: Smaply helps private and public organizations to successfully do design thinking 
workshops by developing software to efficiently use basic service design tools such as personas, 
(customer) journey maps, and stakeholder maps. https://www.smaply.com 
 

 
 

Figure AR:  Smaply.com home page 
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POP: Prototype on Paper is a digital tool that helps to transform a pen and paper ideas into an 
interactive iPhone or Android prototype.  It even allows for recording feedback and test your idea. 
POP allows you to instantly get feedback on your ideas with user testing, commenting and 
collaboration tools. https://marvelapp.com/pop/ 
 

 
 

Figure AS:  Example of mock-up generation with POP 
 
Mural: A mural is a large, shared canvas for mapping content of all kinds. Think of it as a giant 
board or wall you can customize the way you want. https://mural.co 
 

 
 

F igure AT:  Example of mural canvas with Mural.co 
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Bubble: is known for its mind mapping software, Its is a A free web-based application for online 
brainstorming , sharing ideas and creating mind maps. bubbl.us  
 

 
 

F igure AU:  Bubbl.us home page 
 

Mindmeister:  Mindmeister is an online mind mapping software that allows users to visualize their 
thinking in the form of diagrams containing words, ideas and tasks.  
www.mindmeister.com 
 

  
 

F igure AV:  Mindmeister.com advertising 
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5.  Glossary 

 
Design Enabled 
Innovation (DEI) 

A non-linear, multi-causal, multilevel and networked process of change aimed at 
producing new functions, uses and meanings while empowering values derived 
from a shared view on key problems/challenges enabled by the action of design 
skills and approaches. 

Feasibility Study A concise description of a proposed project or initiative, outlining its main (expected, 
or desired) characteristics, a time plan for involved activities, a cost and value 
creation analysis, and an assessment of its practicality. 

Prototype11 An experimental sample, model, or release of a product, service, process or other 
innovative solution, built according to a predefined guideline (including a feasibility 
study) and tested in a laboratory environment and/or in real life conditions, with or 
without the participation of its prospective end users. 

Scalability Proof A special project or initiative, materializing the successful replication, and/or 
transfer, and/or reuse, and/or diffusion of an existing prototype, in one or more 
additional contexts than those where it was originally conceived, implemented or 
tested. 

Stakeholder A person, group or organization that is somehow connected to or has an interest in 
a project, organization, or product (including everyone listed here).  

User  A person who uses a service or physical/ digital product.   
 

Customer12 A person who buys services or physical/digital products 
 

Tools  Are devices or objects that can be used to carry out a particular function. For 
example, a product designer working on a wood prototype can use a carving knife 
as a tool to sculpt the wood and to create a wood artifact that has some 
resemblance with the product she is designing. 

Methods Methods are ways in which tools are used. For example, our product designer might 
use her knife adopting different techniques to carve different kinds of woods. She 
can use the knife in a particular way if she wants to create some particular sculpting 
effects, e.g., if she wants her prototype to look quite refined or on the contrary quite 
sketchy and undetermined.  In other terms, methods are particular procedures or 
ways for accomplishing or approaching something, especially a systematic or 
established one. 

 

																																																													
11 Definitions of Design Enabled Innovation, Feasibility Study and Prototype are taken from the Glossary of used terms as 
described in the Designscapes Call announcement 
12 Definitions of stakeholder, user and customer are taken from Stickdorn et al., 2018. 
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6.  Feedback 
	

We hope that this toolbox can support you and your project. We plan to create and distribute 
further versions of the DESIGNSCAPES Toolbox. If you have ideas, comments or feedback, please 
get in touch with us! 
 
Kirsten van Dam  
Service Design Lab at Aalborg University 
Email address: designscapestoolbox@create.aau.dk 
Project’s help desk: info@designscapes.eu  

 


